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Moderator: Ladies and gentlemen, good day and welcome to the PC Jeweller Q1FY15 results conference 

call hosted by SBICAP Securities Limited. As a remainder, all participants’ lines will be in the 

listen-only mode. There will be an opportunity for you to ask questions after the presentation 

concludes. Should you need assistance during this conference, please signal an operator by 

pressing * and then 0 on your touchtone phone. Please note that this conference is being 

recorded. I now hand the conference over to Mr. Jatin Damania from SBICAP Securities 

Limited. Thank you and over to you. 

Jatin Damania: Thank you Mohsin. Good evening everyone On behalf of SBICAP Securities, I welcome you all 

to the Q1FY15 post results conference call of PC Jeweller. We have today with us from the 

management side Mr. Sanjeev Bhatia – CFO and Mr. Rajaram Sugla – VP, Accounts & Finance. 

Without wasting too much of time, I now call upon Mr. Sanjeev Bhatia to begin the conference 

with his initial comments. Over to you sir. 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Good evening everybody. I welcome you all to our this Q1FY15 post results call. I have with me 

my colleague, Mr. Rajaram Sugla who is our Senior VP, Accounts & Audit. 

Though the overall jewellery industry demand growth has been slow in the last few quarters, we 

are seeing continuous shift of demand from unorganized to organized sector. This has been a 

strong driver for retail sales growth for large organized players like us and we feel that 

improvement in overall economy with the strong government in place is expected to boost the 

sentiment and this will leading to increased consumer appetite. 

Now coming to the exact results. Let me start with our domestic sales performance first. Our 

Q1FY2015 domestic sales was 782.31 crores as compared to Rs. 1,178.02 crores in Q1FY2014. 

previous financial quarter had an unanticipated high sales due to significant decline in gold 

prices during that quarter. Jewellery sales increased by around 40%-50% for the entire sector and 

this was really an exceptional quarter from that perspective which we hope should come again, 

but this is really, I do not think that would again be possible. And during this quarter of FY2015, 

it was quite slow because all the sentiments were subdued due to the ongoing election process. 

This impacted sales. Our customers avoided high ticket purchases during this period and also 

from the company’s view point, since there were a lot of cheque on the movement of goods and 

other high yield 3.03 precious cargo, we were also unable to replenish our stores for nearly 2-2.5 

months. So all these factors did affect sales because customers also postponed purchases in 

anticipation of the new stock and new variety which would come afterwards and now I will come 

to our export sales. 

Our Q1 export sales were 540.71 crores as compared to Rs. 200.97 crores in Q1FY2014. Though 

the company had constant export turnover during FY12 and FY13 but after the implementation 

of 20:80 rule in August 2013, we had to think about boosting exports in order to protect our 

domestic business and ensure steady supply of gold. Consequently, we had several executions 

overseas in order to gain additional customers for exports which resulted in exports during the 
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complete FY14, though that increase was basically minimal increase only. For the specific 

quarter since the company had pending export order and the sentiments were low in the domestic 

market, the company executed those export orders during Q1FY15 which resulted in increased 

exports and will frankly help the company securing gold for the upcoming festival season 

because we have already committed our export targets. However, the company continues to 

retain its focus on domestic sale and will maintain an annual domestic sales and export sales at 

75:25 only. 

Q1FY2015 has been good quarter for us. We open three new showrooms at Ranchi, Guwahati 

and Jammu with a total covered area of almost 10,900 square feet across three new states. Our 

total showroom count as of today including one showroom opened in July 2014 45 showrooms 

across 36 cities and 15 states. 

On the regulatory front, some of the key developments in this quarter have been as follows: 

Number one is restoration of gold lease scheme for domestic operations which was earlier 

withdrawn by RBI in August 2013. Consequently, we have started securing gold under the gold 

lease scheme again in the Bank of Nova Scotia, Kotak Mahindra Bank and HDFC Bank. Another 

important regulatory aspect for this quarter is the classification of our Jewel for Less scheme as 

deposits under the new Companies Act 2013. We have stopped accepting subscriptions under the 

JFL scheme and have given an option towards existing members for premature payment either in 

the form of cash refund or jewellery purchase. We are, however, confident of getting most of the 

redemptions in the form of jewellery purchases only. 

The company has received the following recognitions in this quarter: 

Number one, Dun & Bradstreet has listed our company among the India’s top 500 companies for 

2014. Outlook Business, a leading business magazine of the country including PC Jeweller 

among the fastest growing companies of India. Some of the other companies which have been 

included in this select list are Godrej Consumer Products, Tech Mahindra, Jubilant, TTK 

Prestige, Hindustan Media Ventures etc. We have also been awarded regional retail chain of the 

year 2014 by the Retail Jeweller, a leading jewellery magazine. Business world has also 

categorized PC Jeweller as one of the fastest growing companies in the recent addition. Some of 

the other companies who are a part of this coverage are TCS, Tech Mahindra, UltraTech, Crain 

India, GAIL. 

Our continuous focus on diamond jewellery has resulted in an improvement of diamond 

jewellery contribution to the sales mix from 25.7% in Q1FY14 to 27.3% in Q1FY15. Our 

expansion plans are well on track with 11 new showrooms opened in FY14 as we continue to get 

gold regularly due to our strong relationship with banks and robust export operations. We target 

to open 20 new showrooms in the current fiscal. Out of which, we have already opened 4. I now 

leave the field open for any questions. Thank you. 
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Moderator: Thank you very much sir. We will now begin the question and answer session. We have the first 

question from the line of Samar Sanghvi from PhillipCapital. Please go ahead. 

Samar Sanghvi: Sir just some book-keeping questions first if I could get that out of the way. Sir, there has been a 

surge in terms of the raw material cost. I believe what could have been the reason for that. I just 

missed the beginning part of the conversation, but could you please repeat us to why has the raw 

material cost bumped up also significantly and there is a change in the inventory in the finished 

goods, there are changes in that. So could you please explain us what has happened there? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: When you say raw materials compare, raw material costs have bumped up vis-à-vis the previous 

quarter. 

Samar Sanghvi: Previous year also sir. 

Sanjeev Bhatia: In the previous year vis-à-vis because in that complete year, I will first come to the complete 

year, we did not open any showroom in the last two months. The last showroom of the fiscal was 

opened I think in the first week of January. Actually I think when you would look at the 

complete year, then this cost of material consumed would not increase in this much proportion 

because number one, if you compare with the previous quarter, the prices have gone up. Number 

two, we opened three new stores in quick succession and the fourth one is also ready which 

unfortunately could not get opened in this quarter but slipped by about 30 days, but the inventory 

buildup starts and this is the major reason, yes. 

Samar Sanghvi: Alright sir. Just this year we planned to open 20 odd showrooms. Firstly sir, what kind of a 

CAPEX would that entail? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Our retail square feet area should be to the tune of approximately 1 lakh square feet. So our 

CAPEX is about 4,500 per square feet. So it would be about 45 Cr. When I say CAPEX because 

we do not invest in the land, they keep building and then we built it up as per our specification 

with the flooring, put in strong room, computer, counters, and all ACs generators. On these fixed 

assets, we would be spending about 45 crores and for inventory I feel that for this 20, our 

inventory requirement should be somewhere between 570-600 crores. 

Samar Sanghvi: 570-600 crores across all showrooms? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes. It should not be more than 600, somewhere around 572. This is slightly range,. 

Samar Sanghvi: Sir just one more word. You mentioned in terms of the industry, you believe that there is some 

shift of demand which is coming from the unorganized to the organized sector, but if you could 

get some more detail in terms of the industry, where it is heading in terms of how is the market 

now picking up given that there is some stability overall in the policy scenario. Have we seen 

any kind of better uptake in terms of demand for similar kind of products and how has spending 

been at the showroom levels sir if you could give some light on that sir? 
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Sanjeev Bhatia: For the Indian wedding jeweller, price remains a very major aspect. Though even everybody has 

got a budget and would frankly spend within that budget line only. But nobody likes to purchase 

in a declining market or when the prices are even going up. Everybody likes to wait and see 

whether the prices are stable or not. So that is why we are showing so much confidence because 

in Q1 which I did mention earlier, the sentiments were low also because everybody was 

expecting that customs duty cut would be there and the prices may decline. However, that thing 

has gone and now the gold is pretty range bound, so I think the customers also get used to it that 

this is the new normal and whatever purchases have to be done, have to be done. So one of the 

biggest factors bringing customers back to the store is stable price regime. Regulatory thing, I do 

not think customers are that much, they basically need to see the required range and variety in 

the store. Whether it has been in procured or outright basis or on lease basis or on 20:80 basis or 

consignment basis, obviously as a consumer they are not worried about that. But stable price 

regime is most important and now for coming this thing as your second question was regarding 

the shift from unorganized towards organized. So that shift is happening and frankly now our 

new store which we have opened, these are state capital like Patna, Ranchi, Guwahati, and 

Jammu. Even if you go these places now, I was also amazed myself there are no branded players. 

There are no big players. Even in a city like Patna, you see I think one or two tiny stores of 

Tanishq which were quite small and which did not have that much inventory requirement for a 

wedding shopper. So shift is once we go there and with our huge large format store with range 

and quality and buyback guarantee and all those things, the shift starts happening. It is only that 

the customers need some choice and alternatives. If you do not have any alternative, then 

obviously what can we do. Now once the alternative is amongst them, the shift would be much 

bigger. 

Samar Sanghvi: Right sir, this is one last question before I move on to the queue. Sir just how much is the amount 

that we had in the gold scheme sir for customers? What will be the amount? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: It was about 90 Cr. 

Samar Sanghvi: 90 crores? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes. 

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Manoj Menon from Deutsche Bank. 

Please go ahead. 

Manoj Menon: Three questions. One on the advance purchase scheme, what is the timelines for the old scheme? 

By when you are actually stopping it? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: You mean the deposit scheme? 

Manoj Menon: Yes, deposit scheme that is correct. 
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Sanjeev Bhatia: So deposit scheme, we stopped in April itself and now what we are giving an offer to the 

customers is to get their amounts redeemed and that has started happening now frankly. So I 

think within a month or so, the entire corpus would get redeemed. 

Manoj Menon: Okay sir. So that is like by end of September, so essentially in 2Q, you should be completing the 

entire Jewels for Less, old scheme? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes. 

Manoj Menon: And sir what is the thoughts on the new scheme at this point in time. 

Sanjeev Bhatia: The new scheme, but we have frankly not yet drawn up anything. But we are working on the 

same, discussions are going on and obviously if something comes up between the after due and 

legal diligence and all that. So we are confident that around Diwali, we should be able to come 

up with a new scheme ourselves also. 

Manoj Menon: Actually, so what I was trying to understand was it going to be a very difficult one in terms of 

implementing a new scheme or it is a fairly straight-forward one. I mean because what I 

understood was that the law essentially mandates the returns to be limited to 12% and the money 

collected at to be 25% of net worth. Is that as simple or is it something more to it? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Basically it is like that, but interpretations because now law is not very much clear. So we are 

taking legal opinion on that and then we will give you clear this thing. There are lot of confusion 

regarding the fine print exactly how to…. 

Manoj Menon: Sir there was a question earlier on gross margins. Is that your exports being higher this quarter 

has actually resulted in lower gross margins. Is that the primary reason, you explained that, but I 

was just wondering that is that also a reason? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: That is the major reason because the exports which have the margins of may be less than half of 

domestic and their weightage has gone up substantially. So it has depressed the overall margin 

scenario, but if you look at the breakup for both domestic and export margins have increased vis-

à-vis the previous quarter, but it is only that. 

Manoj Menon: Sir one question on the new stores which you opened in the last couple of years. Would you be 

able to comment some broad ballpark in terms of same store growth or how that has kind of 

panned? I am not asking about the quarter but generally over the last couple of years, how the 

new stores which has been opened year or two before, how that is kind of trending currently? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: To be very frank, what we have seen, I will again give a general example. What we are looking 

at is we are getting very good results if we compare internally in Tier-II and Tier-I stores opened 

vis-à-vis the stores opened in the metro city. This is a very frank assessment which I am giving 

you. We have been able to do very well in Tier-I, Tier-II vis-à-vis metro. And in the growth in 

these stores have been much higher than even at existing as well as the newly opened stores in 
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metro. So this is one thing. If we look at just same-store stores overall and what we can see in the 

last year fiscal 2014, the same-store store was overall negligible, hardly one can even say nil. 

Whatever growth we had was from the new stores only. Now within those new stores, I would 

like to say the Tier-I and Tier-II stores were giving us much higher growth as compared to metro, 

this August. So because once the store matures and its inventory I think turn comes to about 4 

times in a year. This really cannot proceed further, and then the store would stabilize. Only then 

the factor which remains in front of us is how much we can change the sales mix from gold 

towards diamond. So the store starts contributing more towards the bottom line rather than the 

topline. 

Manoj Menon: Understood. Sir but when you comment about the performance of metro versus non metro, I 

mean Tier-I versus Tier-II, essentially a large chunk of the Tier-I could include your old stores in 

Delhi itself, Karol Bagh and South Ext? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: No, Delhi would be our metro only. When I say Tier-I, this would be like even Ranchi or Patna 

even though they are state capital and the population is less than 25 lakhs and when I use the 

term Tier-II, it is place like Sri Ganganagar in Rajasthan or Hissar in Haryana or even Ajmer, 

even Jabalpur and Bilaspur in Chhattisgarh and MP. So Tier-I would be basically state capitals 

like Raipur or Ahmedabad and Hyderabad we will take in metros. So this is our internal frankly 

demarcation. I do not think get any official definition of the thing. 

Manoj Menon: Fair enough. What I was actually trying to understand was, let me put it this way simply, metros 

versus non metros. So let us say when you say metro has been or rather the non-metros have 

been doing better than metros essentially. So I am more interested in the metro side because the 

market opportunity in the non-metros and your expansion plans and the opportunity is well 

understood and what is critical is actually the performance in the metro part of the bucket. When 

you made that comment in metros, is it largely driven by let us say your performance in Delhi or 

is it that your entrance into the Bangalore let us say last year that also is kind of growing lesser or 

smaller. 

Sanjeev Bhatia: I think our performance in both Ahmedabad and Bangalore were good if not spectacular but our 

performance in Hyderabad has been very slow which has dragged down the metro performance 

and even within Delhi, many of our stores are now matured. Frankly even the biggest one like 

Karol Bagh and South Ext which have now matured and which are now maintaining their 

existing level only. So these stores which have already reached certain levels. So we really 

cannot expect them to show us further growth. I think it is a combination of all this. Some stores 

really are growing like in colonies where there more people are moving in or more flats are being 

built, but within metro or within Delhi also, some of the stores have now stabilized. So the 

overall metro performance is slowing down vis-à-vis other locations. 

Manoj Menon: Fair enough and last one question. If I heard you correctly about the consumer behavior in the 

last quarter, is it that in the June month there was a significantly lower demand because 
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consumers were expecting a cut in customs duty, is that what I heard? I just wanted to clarify 

that. 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes, you are very right. 

Manoj Menon: So you are saying the consumers are very savvy actually. So consumer knew that there is a 

customs duty, possible cut and, etc., So did you see that in July? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes, this we have actually seen because customers are actually means what information he got 

from the ground level stores and all that. There was an overall anticipation that there would be 

duty cut and the price ratio would go down. But now I think everybody has got adjusted to the 

new normal that nothing is going to happen. So now the people whoever has to purchase is not 

postponing the purchase. 

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Riken Gopani from Infina Finance. 

Please go ahead. 

Riken Gopani: Sir firstly would like to understand, I missed out in the early part in case if you would have said 

what would have been the same store degrowth for the quarter? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Same store because there was an overall degrowth. So frankly we have not worked out exactly 

what, how much in, how much in what store we have not worked out because overall there was a 

substantial degrowth but frankly we have not worked out store by store. We have worked, but I 

do not remember those figures because we never thought that it would be… 

Riken Gopani: Second sir given that the 80:20 rule is still applicable, what would be the current premiums that 

would prevail in the market and how much of benefit that you get because of the increased 

export that you have done in the first quarter? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Number one, the premiums in the market have really come down. When the RBI permitted Super 

Star Trading Houses and this Primary Trading Houses to start importing gold under the 20:80 

rule, they really brought down the premium because the supply got boosted up suddenly. One 

has to appreciate that these are the trading houses which supply through the majority of the small 

level jewellers and who have been forced to buy their gold from nonofficial channel at high 

premium but now they were able to get it through official channel. Once the supply channel 

loosened up, the premium did come down very heavily. Currently, the premiums are what they 

were earlier, nothing is high or abnormal about them. So regarding our benefit, we would have 

been because last year we benefit because we could take advantage of the higher premium in the 

market and are the lower premium at which we bought from the bank. Now the situation has 

changed and we would have been hit very badly, you are very right. But now with the 

assumption of the lease scheme, these two things have to be looked into that. Now we are not 

getting any premium. Now we are not forced to pay higher also. Finance cost would also go 

down. So both the things would work in the positive side for us. 
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Riken Gopani: So what you are also saying is that in the era of pre-80:20 whatever was the premium, the 

premium has come down to those levels. So there is no extra premium because of the 80:20 

ruling. 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Not currently. 

Riken Gopani: So would that have been the same thing in Q1 as well or Q1 there was still a higher premium? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes, you are very right. In the earlier days of Q1, the premium was high. But then the premium 

really did not mean anything because the overall demand was also very down. Even if you 

purchase gold at high premium, you would not be able to dispose it off. That was not helping 

anybody. 

Riken Gopani: Okay. So what I am just trying to understand is that what has led to improvement in the gross 

margins for us in the domestic business? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: See, basically increase the diamonds in the sales. Our gross margins are highly dependent upon 

especially gross margins, if you do not come below. _____ 29.28 is entirely diamond jewellery 

sales next day one. 

Riken Gopani: So even diamond has fallen, I mean the overall increase in a percentage is just from 25.7% to 

27.2%, right, about 150 basis points improvement. 

Sanjeev Bhatia: So GPA has also increased by almost that much only basically. 

Riken Gopani: So you would attribute it entirely to that or is there anything else to it right now or any premium 

related benefits or? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: I do not think we really got. It could have been slightly this thing, but it is frankly because of 

premiums keep on changing almost every day and they were on a declining basis right 

throughout. So I think safer bet would be increasing diamond jewellery mix rather than premium. 

Riken Gopani: And sir given this kind of a scenario, would you now start running down the overall exports for 

the year or what is the plan now? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: I would request all of you to not go by quarter-to-quarter. 

Riken Gopani: It is for the full year sir? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: No, for the full year, yes we are very confident that once we have the full year figures with us, 

the proportion of exports would be something around 23%-24% only. 

Riken Gopani: And for the domestic sir, what would be your expectations in terms of given the kind of 

degrowth this quarter, would you still expect growth for the full year? 
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Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes, because we do get good results from our new stores and even if the old stores do not show 

any degrowth, they are able to maintain their existing this thing. We will show good growth even 

in that scenario. 

Riken Gopani: And just one last question. In the results for the quarter, was there any FOREX gain that you 

derived on your exports or domestic anything that is there in the results? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: If you see, this is our totality. I think in our analysis, we have given the detailed breakup. You 

will see it was only 5.19 crores. 

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Samarth Sanghavi from PhillipCapital. 

Please go ahead. 

Samarth Sanghavi: Sir just a couple of questions. Sir, how has the sourcing patterns now changed. With the easing 

of the gold sourcing norms, how has that improved our margin and what would be the margin 

improvement that we would get to see because of this now? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: No, this will not make a difference to us frankly because we were sourcing it from banks earlier 

and we continue to do so in the same manner even thereafter. The only thing which would help 

us is the restoration of the lease model. As long as the lease come it, it will raise our working 

capital requirement as well as our finance cost and provide us lease with basically hedging tool. 

Samarth Sanghavi: Sir, how much would be the finance cost be lower by, any kind of number that we could get sir? 

I mean currently how much was the strain on our working capital because of the change in 

regulations? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: No, I will not like to use strain on the working capital because we do have adequate working 

capital with us. Only the manner would change. But I think one of the very fair amount of 

looking at our reduction of finance cost, if you look it at the previous quarter and our current 

quarter or even, so I think that we should see a decline in the finance cost … 

Samarth Sanghavi: Sir because last June we did around 30 crores and currently we are at a finance cost of 51 crores? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: So I think we should start coming down to the previous levels. 

Samarth Sanghavi: So we would be a 30:30 odd or 30:31 crores? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Let us hope for the best, yes. 

Samarth Sanghavi: So that will be a direct bump into the net profit levels. 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes, surely. 
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Samarth Sanghavi: And sir where do we expect to see the new 20 stores that you are mentioning this year. Where do 

we expect to see these launches sir, which part of the country? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: It would be, we are not yet in the state of Maharashtra. So Maharashtra and Eastern part and 

basically Calcutta and also in more stores in UP and even Rajasthan because these areas there are 

lot of locations we are still not present and now our brand is well-established. 

Samarth Sanghavi: So how much would it be within metros and how many new stores would be in Tier-I and Tier-II 

sir? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: I think almost 80%-85% stores would be in Tier-I and II, less than that in metros. 

Samarth Sanghavi: And sir just wanted to understand is the store format for us different for a metro versus a store 

format in Tier-I, Tier-II. I mean is the store smaller in Tier-I and Tier-II versus that of a metro? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: That is the only difference. Store in Tier-I or II would be yes. Tier-II would be smaller, Tier-I 

would be bigger and the format and the equipments used in between, etc., that would be similar 

in all the stores wherever they are. Only the size of store would be different and the amount of 

inventory which we have to put in that would be different. 

Samarth Sanghavi: Right and what would be the inventory difference sir. How much would be the difference in an 

inventory if you put in a metro store versus that in a Tier-I store? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: In metro, you will have to put in store, metro 40-45 crores or even up to 50 crores. But in Tier-II, 

I think it would be between 18-20 and I think Tier-I, it should be about 25, something between 

25-30. 

Samarth Sanghavi: And sir just the question with regards to, there are lot of southern jewelers which are foraying 

into the Northern market versus even you were from the northern space, now venturing down 

South. Sir have we been able to see traction, you did mention that Hyderabad has been a bit of 

disappointment. But overall what would be their performance if you have any kind of a view on 

when they entered into the northern market sir? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: For those players frankly, see Joy Alukkas and Malabar got one store each in Delhi. I think Joy 

Alukkas is there in Calcutta also. Even Malabar Gold is in Calcutta. But rather other Northern, 

frankly I am not very much aware. Kalyan opened three stores simultaneously in Delhi, Bombay 

and then in Delhi and also this thing. But frankly it follows a different model basically. These 

stores are more of their expertise in plain gold and other type of where their designs are also 

different. So the target customers are more of southern population which is based in these areas. 

Samarth Sanghavi: The foreign population you mean? 
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Sanjeev Bhatia: The Southern, any people who want their traditional designs and this thing, we would be able to 

get them immediately from there. These stores are not there much in the diamond jewellery but 

rather beyond that I am not able to say how much are? 

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Apurva Shah from Dimensional 

Securities. Please go ahead. 

Apurva Shah: Can you give me the rough breakup of inventory on books as on June? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Balance sheet figures not for public assumption and we will stick to the published figures. 

Apurva Shah: As on FY14, it was around 2,400 crores. So can you give me breakup of that breakup, how much 

was gold and how much was diamond? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: I think frankly immediately we do not have those figures, but we can always give it to you, we 

have noted down. 

Apurva Shah: And sir one more thing on gold on lease. Earlier we have to do because of the regulation to spot 

basis. So currently what percentage of gold is procured on spot basis or the entire gold is shifted 

to lease model? So can you please help me with that? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: No, entire gold is not shifted to lease model. It is only that whatever fresh gold we are taking, 

that gold we are taking on lease model. But it has just come up in the last week of May which 

started practically in June only. So June and July basically two months only it has happened. So 

it will take some time before the entire switchover takes place. But whatever fresh gold we are 

taking now, we are not purchasing on outright basis but on lease basis only. 

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of an individual investor, Mr. Navneeth 

Harikumar. Please go ahead. 

Navneeth Harikumar: My question is on the stores, I understand they are expanding aggressively. Do you have any 

internal matrix on where you find locations to start new stores and also once they have been 

opened, do you have a feedback of it on an internal basis like you have a payback period of 5 

years otherwise the store is shutdown or something like that, is there any internal matrix to gauge 

store performance? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes. See what we expect is 5 years is too long because in an asset heavy store like us, we really 

cannot survive if the store is having the losses for so long. So maximum time what we have in a 

store is from 12 months because what we have seen the Tier-I and Tier-II towns start breaking 

even earlier and in metros which a store would take about 12-14 months to breakeven. So that is 

one matrix which we have. Another thing regarding new store locations, what we have seen that 

in India now people have got purchasing power everywhere. People have got brand knowledge, 

people have got aspirations. So it is not that there is a huge lot of difference between the basic 

buying behavior between Delhi or say Varanasi. While we are getting drawn to these locations 
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that there are hardly any branded jewellery players in such locations. As I just gave you the 

example of Patna, Patna which is a capital city. I think we would be the first branded player to 

enter the entire capital city. Similarly in Ranchi, Similarly in Guwahati. So location is not an 

issue. It is only of scalability, power that how much you can scale up. 

Navneeth Harikumar: Okay and one more thing is when I look at your store distribution, there are lot of clusters in 

certain regions like there is a cluster around Delhi, NCR region, there are clusters in Rajasthan. 

Have you considered having the central warehouses in order to have thin inventories, is that 

something you will do in the future? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: See, that is very sensible position. Frankly in the type of business in which we are, if a customer 

wants to come in walk in, he or she has got a budget range in mind and they come to you and say 

“I want to buy Rs. 2 lakhs jewellery, show me” and they want to show the entire range there and 

then only, touch and feel and go through each and every design. The lady would try the design 

on herself, then look and if you are enable to show them sufficient number of designs, then they 

will just walk out, “Frankly we did not like it. They don’t have much of a collection.” So in our 

business, you need to keep the inventory at the stores only. If you keep it at the back end or in a 

warehouse though it would perhaps improve your logistics but it will only hurt your sales. 

Navneeth Harikumar: One more thing, when like Tanishq is targeting the younger population, they are having new 

designs. Is there any demographic you are targeting in the population pyramid? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Yes. We are also now going to target the youngsters very aggressively. Sorry I missed this point 

in my speech. See youngsters are nowadays very comfortable online. So we are going to have a 

very interactive portal very soon, perhaps in next 2-3 months where we would be offering for 

sales only jewellery meant for youngsters within a limited price range. That is not our core area 

to be very frank because that is not wedding jewellery. But for connecting with the younger 

population now because they would be our target customers. Once they are in a marriageable 

age, so they are our potential customers. So as Titan is doing, but we are also moving very 

aggressively towards that. But not in our stores because that would frankly dilute our basic 

proposition of wedding jewellery. We are going to do it online. 

Navneeth Harikumar: And the last question, I understand gold on lease scheme from banks usually 3.5-4%. What is the 

current interest cost like for short-term loans for working capital? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: No, gold on lease is at the same rate at which you mentioned the figure. It is at these rates only. 

Naveneeth Harikumar: I understand in the future, right now gold on lease is very small portion of your procurement, it is 

mostly outright cash and so in the future you are planning to have mostly gold on lease. I am just 

trying to gauge how much that interest cost would come down. Right now is it 11%, 12% 

coming down to 3.5%, is that correct way to look at it? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: No, you can say in gold on lease along with other this thing comes to about 5-5.5% from 12.5. 
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Moderator: Thank you. As there are no further questions, I now hand the floor back to Mr. Jatin Damania. 

Jatin Damania: Thank you Mohsin. Thank you everyone for participating in the 1QFY15 PC Jewellers 

conference call. Mr. Bhatia, would you like to give any closing remarks? 

Sanjeev Bhatia: Just like to say thanks to everybody for listening to us so patiently and the questions were very 

relevant and I hope that we have been able to satisfy the query, but we remain open for any 

further questions or anything and anybody free to contact them through you or directly. We 

would most happy to satisfy whatever queries thrown on us and thanks everybody. 

Moderator: Thank you. On behalf of SBICAP Securities Limited that concludes this conference. Thank you 

for joining us and you may now disconnect your lines. 


